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Space-based radar (SBR) by virtue of its motion generates
a Doppler frequency component to the clutter return from any
point on the Earth as a function of the SBR-Earth geometry.
The effect of the rotation of the Earth around its own axis also
adds an additional component to this Doppler frequency. The
overall effect of the rotation of the Earth on the Doppler turns
out to be two correction factors in terms of a crab angle affecting
the azimuth angle, and a crab magnitude scaling the Doppler
magnitude of the clutter patch. Interestingly, both these quantities
depend only on the SBR orbit inclination and its latitude and
not on the location of the clutter patch of interest. Further, the
crab angle has maximum effect for an SBR on a polar orbit that
is above the equator. The crab magnitude, on the other hand,
peaks for an SBR on an equatorial orbit. Together with the range
foldover phenomenon, their overall effect is to generate Doppler
spread/splitting resulting in wider clutter notches that degrade
the clutter nulling performance of adaptive processing techniques.
A detailed performance analysis and methods to minimize these
effects are discussed here.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Space-based radar (SBR) by virtue of its location
can cover a very large area on Earth for intelligence,
surveillance, and monitoring of ground moving
targets. Once launched into an orbit, the SBR moves
around the Earth while the Earth continues to rotate
on its own axis. By adjusting the SBR speed and
orbit parameters, it is thus, possible to scan various
parts of the Earth periodically and collect data.
Such an SBR-based surveillance system can be
remotely controlled and may require very little human
intervention. As a result, targets of interest can be
identified and tracked in greater detail and/or images
can be made with very high resolution.
In SBR, the range foldover phenomenon (clutter
returns that correspond to previous/later radar pulses)
contributes to the clutter [1—4]. Another important
phenomenon that affects the clutter data is the effect
of the motion of the Earth around its own axis [1,
5, 6]. At various points on Earth, this contributes
differently to Doppler, and the effect is modeled here.
Both these phenomena are modeled and their
combined effect on SBR target detection capabilities
is analyzed here. The effect of the rotation of the
Earth introduces two correction factors–a crab angle
affecting the actual azimuth and a crab magnitude
affecting the Doppler magnitude. Together, they result
in a Doppler spread that gets amplified due to the
range foldovers. Their overall effect is to significantly
increase the size of the clutter subspace and widen
the clutter notches, thus, making target detection
difficult.
In this context, new methods to improve the
overall performance using transmit waveform diversity
are proposed here.
II. MODELING ROTATION OF THE EARTH
Consider an SBR located at height H above the
surface of the Earth, and for any point of interest D
on Earth at range R, define the elevation angle µEL
and azimuth angle µAZ (measured between the SBR
velocity vector and the range vector BD)a ss h o w n
in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. In that case, the conventional
Doppler (normalized) shift relative to the SBR is
given by [2, 5]
!d =
2V pT r
¸=2
sinµELcosµAZ,( 1 )
where T r represents the pulse repetition rate, ¸ the
operating wavelength and V p =
p
GMe=(Re +H)t h e
SBR speed. Here G is the universal gravitational
constant, and Re, Me represent the radius and the mass
of Earth, respectively.
As the SBR moves around the Earth, the Earth
itself is rotating around its own axis on a 23.9345
hour basis. This contributes an eastward motion with
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Fig. 2. Doppler contributions from SBR velocity and rotation of
Earth.
equatorial velocity of
V e =
2¼Re
23:9345£3600
=0 :4651 km=s: (2)
Let (®1,¯1) refer to the latitude and longitude of the
SBR nadir point B,a n d( ®2,¯2) those of the point of
interest D a ss h o w ni nF i g .2a n dF i g .3 .A sar e s u l t ,
the point of interest D on the Earth at latitude ®2
rotates eastward with velocity V ecos®2 and this will
contribute to the Doppler in (1) as well. To compute
this new component in Doppler shift, from Fig. 3 note
that the azimuth angle BDY between the ground range
vector R a n dt h eE a r t hv e l o c i t yv e c t o ra tD equals
(¼=2+¯o), so that
V ecos®2cos(¼=2+¯o)=¡V ecos®2sin¯o = V o
(3)
represents the relative velocity of the Earth at D along
the ground range towards B.H e r e¯o represents the
angle BDZ between the ground range vector R and
the local longitude at D. Since the grazing angle Ã
represents the slant range angle with respect to the
ground range at D (see Fig. 2),
V ocosÃ = ¡V ecos®2sin¯ocosÃ (4)
represents the relative velocity contribution between
the SBR and the point of interest D due to the rotation
of the Earth. Combining (1) and (4), we obtain the
Fig. 3. Effect of rotation of Earth on Doppler frequency.
modified Doppler frequency that also accounts for the
rotation of the Earth to be
!d =
2T r
¸=2
(V psinµELcosµAZ ¡V ecos®2sin¯ocosÃ):
(5)
To simplify (5), from triangle ACD in Fig. 1, we have
sin(¼=2+Ã)
Re +H
=
sinµEL
Re
,c o s Ã =
µ
1+
H
Re
¶
sinµEL:
(6)
Hence, (5) becomes
!d =
2V pT r
¸=2
sinµEL
Ã
cosµAZ ¡
V e
V p
µ
1+
H
Re
¶
cos®1sin°
!
(7)
where we have used the identity cos®2sin¯ =
cos®1sin° that follows by considering the spherical
triangle ZBD in Fig. 2 (see Appendix A). To simplify
(7), define the triangles ZBD= °, ZBBo = ±,a n d
B1BD= µAZ, and from Fig. 3, we have
° = ¼¡± +µAZ (8)
so that
sin° =s i n±cosµAZ ¡cos±sinµAZ: (9)
Let ´i represent the orbit inclination at the equator for
an SBR (see Fig. 3), and applying the law of sines
(76) to the spherical triangle ZBBo, we obtain
sin± =
cos´i
cos®1
,c o s ± = ¡
p
cos2®1 ¡cos2´i
cos®1
:
(10)
Substituting (9) and (10) into (7) and simplifying we
get the modified Doppler frequency to be [7, 8]
!d =
2V pT r
¸=2
½csinµELcos(µAZ +Ác) (11)
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(b) Crab magnitude.
Fig. 5. Crab angle and crab magnitude as function of ®1 for SBR latitude for different inclination angles. SBR altitude=506 km.
(a) Crab angle. (b) Crab magnitude.
where
Ác =t a n ¡1
Ã
¢
p
cos2®1 ¡cos2´i
1¡¢cos´i
!
(12)
½c =
q
1+¢2cos2®1 ¡2¢cos´i (13)
and
¢ =
V e
V p
µ
1+
H
Re
¶
: (14)
In (11)—(13), Ác represents the crab angle and ½c
represents the crab magnitude. Equations (12)—(14)
can be used to determine the crab angle and crab
magnitude variations with respect to SBR height and
other parameters. Interestingly, for a satellite on an
equatorial orbit (®1 =0 , ´i = 0), the crab magnitude
monotonically decreases until it becomes zero at an
altitude of 35,868 km, the geosynchronous orbit. From
(11), ½c = 0 corresponds to zero Doppler, in agreement
with the geostationary nature of the orbit.
In summary, the effect of the rotation of the Earth
on the Doppler frequency is to introduce a crab angle
and crab magnitude into the SBR azimuth angle
and modify it accordingly. Interestingly both these
quantities depend only on the SBR orbit inclination
and its latitude and not on the latitude/longitude of
the clutter patch of interest. Equations (11)—(13)
correspond to the case where the region of interest
D is to the east of the SBR path as shown in Fig. 3. If
the region of interest is to the west of the SBR path,
the crab angle can be shown to be (derivation omitted)
Ác = ¡tan¡1
Ã
¢
p
cos2®1 ¡cos2´i
1¡¢cos´i
!
(15)
and the modified Doppler and crab magnitude are as
given in (11) and (13).
In what follows, the SBR altitude is fixed at
506 km. Fig. 4 shows the crab angle and crab
magnitude for an SBR on a polar orbit (´i = ¼=2) as
a function of its latitude ®1. To determine the peak
values of the crab angle and the crab magnitude, we
can equate
dÁc
d®1
=0 ,
d½c
d®1
=0 : (16)
After simplification, (16) and (12) yield
sin2®1 =0 : (17)
Interestingly for a fixed inclination angle, ®1 =0
and ®1 = §¼=2 are the only solutions to (17), where
®1 = 0 corresponds to the maximum and ®1 = §¼=2
corresponds to the minimum for both Ác and ½c.
Further, irrespective of the inclination angle ´i,t h e
crab angle peaks when the SBR is above the equator.
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angle peaks globally when it is above the equator and
its minimum (zero) occurs when it is above the poles
(see Fig. 5).
Fig. 5 shows the crab angle and crab magnitude as
a function of the SBR latitude and orbit inclination.
From Fig. 5, it is seen that the crab angle varies
between §3:7± and has maximum effect for an SBR
on a polar orbit located at the equator. The crab
magnitude, on the other hand, peaks when the SBR
is on an equatorial orbit (´i =0 ,®1 =0 )w h e r e½c =
1¡¢. Thus, a maximum of 6.6% error occurs for
an SBR at a height of 506 km on an equatorial orbit.
Interestingly, the crab angle has maximum effect on
a polar orbit and crab magnitude has maximum effect
on an equatorial orbit.
Comparing (1) and (11), we notice that the effect
of the rotation of the Earth on the Doppler is to
modify the cosµAZ term in (1) as ½ccos(µAZ +Ác). To
determine the associated error, define the crab error to
be [1]
u = ½ccos(µAZ +Ác)¡cosµAZ: (18)
For any orbit inclination, the maximum crab error
in (18) occurs when the SBR is directly above the
equator and the point of interest is directly ahead
on the equator (e.g., Sidelooking radar), in which
case the crab error peaks at 6.6% irrespective of the
SBR orbit inclination. This phenomenon seems to be
true when the SBR is at other latitudes as well. The
crab error peaks when the azimuth for the point of
interest is such that the mainbeam is almost directly
ahead along the local latitude. In that case, we have
µo +µAZ = ¼=2. Once again, the maximum crab error
depends only on the SBR latitude and is independent
of the orbit inclination. The crab error is zero when
the azimuth for the point of interest is perpendicular
to the local latitude (i.e., along the local longitude).
These results are summarized in Fig. 6, which shows
three points of interest D1, D2,a n dD3,f o ra nS B R
located at B. From the above discussion, the beam
BD1 that looks directly ahead along the local latitude
generates the maximum crab error. The beam BD2
along the local longitude has minimum (zero) crab
error, and the beam BD3 that is off the bore-side
of the array has non-zero crab error. However, the
overall effect of crab error on the estimated clutter
covariance matrix and the corresponding adaptive
weight vector is much more complicated because of
the Doppler-azimuth dependency on range and the
range foldover phenomenon.
The effect of crab angle on Doppler as a function
of azimuth angle for various ranges is shown in
Figs. 7—10. As (11) shows, the effect of the rotation
of the Earth is to shift the azimuth angle appearing in
the Doppler by approximately Ác = §3:77±,a ss h o w n
in Fig. 7 and simultaneously modify the Doppler
magnitude as well. As a result, even for µAZ =9 0 ±,
Fig. 6. Effect of crab angle/magnitude and azimuth for three
points of interest on SBR located at latitude ®1.
Fig. 7. Effect of crab angle on azimuth-Doppler profile as
function of range.
Fig. 8. Effect of crab angle on range-Doppler profile.
the Doppler peak values occur away from !d =0 ,
depending upon the range. This shift in Doppler
with and without crab effect is illustrated in Fig. 8
for various azimuth angles. The actual Doppler
frequencies of the incoming clutter will depend
upon the Doppler foldover parameter ¯ for the array
configuration given by [1, 9]
¯ =2 V pT r=(¸=2): (19)
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polar orbit at equator with and without rotation of Earth.
Fig. 10. Iso-Doppler profile in latitude-longitude domain for SBR
on polar orbit at equator with and without rotation of Earth
(SBR height=506 km).
Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the iso-Doppler contour
plots for an SBR on a polar orbit with and without
rotation of the Earth. Fig. 9 shows the iso-Doppler
profile in the range-azimuth domain. Fig. 10 shows
the iso-Doppler profile in the latitude-longitude
domain along with the iso-range and iso-azimuth
contour plots [5].
III. RANGE FOLDOVER AND ROTATION OF THE
EARTH
When range foldover and rotation of the Earth are
present simultaneously, distinct Doppler frequencies
are generated from the associated range foldover
points (see Fig. 12 (a)). Range foldover occurs when
returns from different pulses get combined at the
receiver. At moderate distances, for a point of interest
at range R,t h ekth range foldover occurs at Rk =
R §kcvT r=2, where T r represents the pulse repetition
period and cv the velocity of light. This assumes
a high pulse repetition frequency (PRF) situation
where the grazing angles at various range foldover
are assumed to be equal. The general situation that
takes the change in grazing angle into account is
s h o w ni nF i g .1 1 .I fRs represents the slant range at
the end of one pulse (say at D), then Rs +cvT r=2i st h e
Fig. 11. Forward and backward range foldover points.
new slant range at the end of the next pulse at E.L e t
R1 = R +¢R+ represent the new range corresponding
to the second pulse shadow on the ground at E.F r o m
triangle ACE in Fig. 11
(Rs +cvT r=2)2
= R2
e +(Re +H)2 ¡2Re(Re +H)cos
µ
R +¢R+
Re
¶
(20)
or
¢R+ = Recos¡1
µ
R2
e +(Re +H)2 ¡(Rs +cvT r=2)2
2Re(Re +H)
¶
¡R:
(21)
Thus, if R1 represents the first forward range
foldover point, then
R1 = R +¢R+
= Recos¡1
µ
R2
e +(Re +H)2 ¡(Rs +cvT r=2)2
2Re(Re +H)
¶
(22)
and this procedure can be repeated till Rmax is reached
to determine all forward range ambiguity points
R1,R2,:::,f o rag i v e nR.
Similarly, the backward range ambiguity
increments ¢R¡ are given by the new relation (see
Fig. 11)
(Rs ¡cvT r=2)2
= R2
e +(Re +H)2 ¡2Re(Re +H)cos
µ
R ¡¢R¡
Re
¶
:
(23)
This gives
¢R¡ = R ¡Recos¡1
µ
R2
e +(Re +H)2 ¡(Rs ¡cvT r=2)2
2Re(Re +H)
¶
(24)
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or the first backward range ambiguity point
R¡1 = R ¡¢R¡
= Recos¡1
µ
R2
e +(Re +H)2 ¡(Rs ¡cvT r=2)2
2Re(Re +H)
¶
:
(25)
Once again, this procedure is repeated till the nadir
hole is reached. In general, the kth forward and
backward range ambiguity points are given by
R§k = Recos¡1
µ
R2
e +(Re +H)2 ¡(Rs §kcvT r=2)2
2Re(Re +H)
¶
,
k =1 ,2 ,::: (26)
where R+k = Rk. Fig. 12(a) shows the return wavefront
from all range ambiguities corresponding to a point of
interest D at range R.
Let Na refer to the total number of range
ambiguities (both forward and backward)
corresponding to a range bin of interest. For example,
at PRF = 500 Hz, there are seven range foldover
Doppler frequencies for an SBR located at a height
of 506 km above the surface of the Earth. These range
foldover points will project different gains depending
upon their position with respect to the array gain
pattern (Fig. 12(b)). For every range point of interest,
the two phenomena together generate a sequence
of Doppler frequencies. The clutter corresponding
to these range bins will be associated with these
modified Doppler frequencies.
These two phenomena–range foldover and
rotation of the Earth–affect the clutter returns
and add significantly to the degradation of the
clutter suppression capabilities of space-time
adaptive processing (STAP) algorithms. The ideal
signal-to-interference plus noise power ratio (SINR) at
the optimum matched filter (MF) receiver output can
be used to indicate the effective clutter suppression.
To quantify the performance deterioration due to
these two factors, the following four situations are
identified:
1) no range foldover, no rotation of Earth
(ideal case),
2) range foldover present, no rotation of
Earth, (27)
3) no range foldover, rotation of Earth
present,
4) range foldover present, rotation of Earth
present.
T h eS I N Rl o s si sd e f i n e da s[ 3 ,5 ,9 ,1 0 ]
SINR = sH(c,!d)R¡1s(c,!d)=sHR¡1s (28)
where the superscript H denotes here the complex
conjugate transpose operation. Here s(c,!d)r e p r e s e n t s
the normalized space-time steering vector for the
desired point of interest located at µ =( µEL,µAZ)t h a t
corresponds to the cone angle
c =s i nµELcosµAZ (29)
and Doppler frequency !d for the SBR configuration
under consideration. The space-time steering vector
for a uniformly spaced array, consisting of N
elements, is given by
s(c,!d)=b(!d)−a(c) (30)
where the spatial steering vector is given by
a(c)=
1
p
N
[1,À,À2,:::,ÀN¡1]T (31)
where
À = e¡j¼dsinµELcosµAZ = e¡j¼dc: (32)
Notice that both the elevation and azimuth angles
appear only through the cone angle into the spatial
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steering vector. In the above equations, d represents
the inter-element distance normalized to half
wavelength. Further, for a data vector containing M
pulses, the temporal component is given by
b(!d)=
1
p
M
[1,¸,¸2,:::,¸M¡1]T (33)
where
¸ = e¡j¼!d: (34)
The ideal clutter covariance matrix
R = EfxxHg (35)
corresponding to an MN£1 clutter data vector x at a
specific range Ro has the form
R =
No X
k
Na X
m=0
P kmG(µkm)skmsH
km+¾2I: (36)
Here the inner summation is over the Na range
foldovers at R1,R2,:::,RNa, and the outer summation is
over No azimuth angles of interest µAZ,k = µAZ +k¢µ,
k = §1,§2,:::.F u r t h e r ,P km and G(µkm) correspond to
the clutter power and array gain, respectively, and
skm = s(ckm,!dkm): (37)
In (37), ckm represents the cone angle for the (k,m)th
patch given by
ckm =s i nµELm cosµAZk (38)
and
8
> <
> :
!dkm = ¯ckm, without rotation of Earth
˜ !dkm = ¯½csinµELm cos(µAZk +Ác),
with rotation of Earth
(39)
depending on whether rotation of the Earth is absent
or present in (36). Fig. 13 shows Doppler as a
function of the cone angle with and without rotation
of the Earth. Note that in the absence of the rotation
of the Earth, there is a one-to-one correspondence
between Doppler and cone angle. As a result, points
that project the same cone angle in the range-azimuth
domain generate identical Doppler. Thus all points
on the iso-cone plot in Fig. 12(b) project the same
Doppler frequency. Notice that in the absence of
the rotation of the Earth, the range foldover points
do not contribute distinct Doppler frequencies and
the Doppler–cone angle curve is linear. However,
when the rotation of the Earth is present, this is no
longer true, and for a given cone angle different range
foldovers generate different Doppler frequencies. This
results in Doppler spread as in Fig. 13(a) that shows
Doppler frequencies corresponding to R = 500 km
and its seven foldovers. Note that for a given range
since the elevation angle remains fixed, using (38),
the cone angle variation corresponds to azimuth angle
variation. Hence when the rotation of the Earth is
present, Doppler due to azimuth variation for a fixed
range and its foldover are shown in Fig. 13(a).
Fig. 13(b) shows the entire band of Doppler curves
corresponding to all range points of interest and their
foldovers as a function of cone angle, and in the
limit they generate a continuous band of Doppler
frequencies. In summary, in the presence of the
rotation of the Earth, every point on Earth projects
a different Doppler that is confined within a band of
frequencies.
To appreciate the effective clutter suppression
capabilities of the MF, it is instructive to examine
the true clutter spectrum. The clutter spectrum
corresponding to the beamformer output P B is given
by [1, 9, 11]
P B(Ro,!d)=EfjxHs(c,!d)j2g = sH(c,!d)Rs(c,!d)
(40)
where Ro is the range of interest as shown in Fig. 1
and Fig. 3. Fig. 14 shows the clutter spectrum for a
fixed azimuth angle µAZ =9 0 ± in the range-Doppler
domain, corresponding to the four situations described
in (27). In this case, the SBR is at height 506 km
and has a two-dimensional (2D) side-looking array
that is 50 m long and 2 m wide [2, 3, 5]. There are
384 sensors in the azimuth direction and 12 sensors
in the elevation direction. All sensors in the azimuth
and elevation directions transmit at the same time.
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foldover, without rotation of Earth. (b) With range foldover, without rotation of Earth. (c) Without range foldover, with rotation of
Earth. (d) With range foldover, with rotation of Earth.
Fig. 15. STAP matched filter output with and without range foldover and rotation of Earth for SBR located at height 506 km above
ground with PRF = 500 Hz and µAZ =9 0 ±. (a) Without range foldover, without rotation of Earth. (b) With range foldover, without
rotation of Earth. (c) Without range foldover, with rotation of Earth. (d) With range foldover, with rotation of Earth.
However, on receive, 12 sensors in the azimuth and
12 sensors in the elevation direction are grouped
together to form a subarray block of size 12£12.
This procedure generates 32 subarray blocks (1-D)
of size 12£12. The PRF is 500 Hz. All simulations
that follow use these parameters. Note that when
the rotation of the Earth is enabled, the Doppler
dependency on range becomes highly nonlinear
(Fig. 14(c)—(d)), making target detection much
more difficult. Doppler exhibits range dependency
in bistatic side-looking configuration as well
[9, 12].
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foldover and rotation of Earth for range 2400 km and azimuth
angle of 90±.
To illustrate the limitations imposed on processing
gains due to the rotational phenomenon of the Earth
and range foldover, Fig. 15 and Fig. 16 show the
STAP MF output in terms of SINR loss defined
in (28) without and with range foldover and the
rotation of the Earth. Fig. 15 shows the ideal SINR
performance as a function of range and Doppler with
and without range foldover and the rotation of the
Earth. In Fig. 15(c) since the resulting bias is known,
it can be adjusted so that the overall performance
becomes as shown in Fig. 15(a). However, no
such adjustment is possible in Fig. 15(d) and the
performance is significantly degraded when both
range foldover and the rotation of the Earth are jointly
present.
This effect can be seen in Fig. 16 as well, which
corresponds the SINR loss in (28) at a range of
2400 km. The performance in terms of clutter nulling
is seen to be significantly inferior when both of these
phenomena are present. This is evidently the case in
practice, which in turn presents significant challenges
for target detection and tracking [5, 7].
To understand why the clutter notch widens
in the presence of the rotation of the Earth, as
shown in Fig. 16, it is necessary to review (28)—(39)
simultaneously. Fig. 16 is plotted for a fixed (Ro,µAZo)
which fixes the cone angle c in (29), while varying !d
in (33)—(34). As a result, the cone angle
co =s i nµELo cosµAZo (41)
remains fixed. However, referring to (36)—(38),
there are many other points (Rk,µAZk) or equivalently
locations at (µELk,µAZk) that satisfy the identity
co =s i nµELk cosµAZk (42)
and the dotted lines in Fig. 17 show the iso-cone
contour plots in (42). These iso-cone contours can
also be seen in Fig. 12(b).
These points (Rk,µAZk), k ¸ 1 give the best match
for the spatial part of the steering vector in (28)—(31),
and hence contribute the maximum towards the null
in Fig. 16. However, the Doppler projected by these
points satisfy (1) or (11) depending on whether
Fig. 17. Projected Doppler with and without rotation of Earth.
(a) Rt = 1000 km, µAZ =8 9 :5±.( b )Rt = 1000 km, µAZ =7 5 ±.
the rotation of the Earth is absent or present (see
(39)). Thus, when the rotation of the Earth is absent,
the projected Doppler at these selected points !dk
agree exactly with !do, the Doppler associated with
(Ro,µAZo), giving a perfect match, together with the
temporal part of the steering vector in (28)—(31)
(see dashed line in Fig. 17(a)). This results in a
single null. However, in the presence of the rotation
of the Earth, the projected Doppler values ˜ !dkm =
¯½csinµELm cos(µAZk +Ác) at these selected points are
different from the Doppler associated with (Ro,µAZo),
as seen from the solid curve in Fig. 17(a). Hence,
secondary nulls occur at ˜ !d1, ˜ !d2,:::,a n dt a k e n
together, result in a wider clutter null.
A. Clutter Notch Width
To quantitatively evaluate the width of the clutter
notch in the presence of the rotation of the Earth,
consider a point of interest at range Ro with azimuth
angle µAZo,a n dl e tR1 represent its first foldover
range. Let µELo and µEL1 represent the elevation angle
at these range points. Thus,
co =s i nµELo cosµAZo =s i nµEL1 cosµAZ1 (43)
represents the cone angle of interest, and µAZ1
represents the azimuth angle at range R1 that projects
the same cone angle co. Then, with !do and !d1
representing the Doppler at the points (Ro,µAZo)a n d
(R1,µAZ1), we have in the absence of rotation of the
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(a) Without rotation of Earth. (b) With rotation of Earth.
Earth (Fig. 18(a))
!do = !d1 = ¯co (44)
a n dw i t hr o t a t i o no ft h eE a r t hp r e s e n t ,w eh a v e
(Fig. 18(b))
˜ !do = ¯½csinµELo cos(µAZo +Ác) (45)
˜ !d1 = ¯½csinµEL1 cos(µAZ1 +Ác): (46)
From (43)—(44) and in the absence of the rotation of
the Earth, both points (Ro,µAZo)a n d( R1,µAZ1)p r o j e c t
t h es a m es t e e r i n gv e c t o r
so = s(co,!do): (47)
More generally, it follows that in the absence of the
rotation of the Earth all points on the iso-cone contour
in Fig. 12(b) project the same space-time steering
vector.
However, in the presence of the rotation of the
Earth this is no longer true, and they project distinct
steering vectors
˜ so = s(co, ˜ !do), ˜ s1 = s(co, ˜ !d1): (48)
This results in the total covariance matrix in (36), due
to ranges Ro and R1,t ob eg i v e nb y
R =
½
Qo +sosH
o without rotation of Earth
Q1 +˜ so˜ sH
o +g˜ s1˜ sH
1 with rotation of Earth
(49)
where g represents the normalized array gain at
(µEL1,µAZ1). Using the matrix identity (see Appendix B
for a proof)
(Q+ssH)¡1 = Q¡1 ¡
Q¡1ssHQ¡1
1+sHQ¡1s
(50)
and with the specific eigen-structure of R in (49), it is
easy to show that in the absence of the rotation of the
Earth (see (66) for a proof)
sHR¡1s > sH
o R¡1so =
sH
o Q¡1
o so
1+sH
o Q¡1
o so
(51)
for any s corresponding to !d 6 = !do indicating
the existence of a unique null at !do as shown in
Fig. 18(a). However, in the presence of the rotation
of Earth (see paragraph after (66))
sHR¡1s > ˜ sH
o R¡1˜ so, sHR¡1s > ˜ sH
1 R¡1s1 (52)
are satisfied locally, indicating multiple local nulls
as shown in Fig. 18(b). Here, repeated use of (50) in
(49) gives (when Earth’s rotation is present)
˜ sH
o R¡1˜ so =
A+(AB ¡jCj2)g
1+A+(B +AB ¡jCj2)g
(53)
and
˜ sH
1 R¡1˜ s1 =
B +AB ¡jCj2
1+A+(B +AB ¡jCj2)g
(54)
where
A = ˜ s
H
o Q
¡1
1 ˜ so, B = ˜ s
H
1 Q
¡1
1 ˜ s1,a n dC = ˜ s
H
o Q
¡1
1 ˜ s1:
(55)
It is reasonable to assume that A ' B.H o w e v e r ,
since the normalized gain g<1, from (53)—(54) we
obtain ˜ sH
o R¡1˜ so < ˜ sH
1 R¡1˜ s1, (the situation is shown in
Fig. 18(b)), that exhibit two dips corresponding to ˜ !do
and ˜ !d1 (with the dominant one at ˜ !do), and hence a
wider null.
More generally, the sharp null shown in Fig. 18(a)
and its absence in Fig. 18(b) can be explained by
expressing the covariance matrix R in terms of cone
angles. From (44) and in the absence of the rotation
of the Earth, all range foldover points project the same
Doppler for the same cone angle. Hence, using (36)
we get
R =
No X
i=0
P isisH
i +¾2I (56)
where
si = s(ci,¯ci), i =1 ,2 ,::: (57)
as in (47), and from (36), we have
P i =
Na X
m=0
P imG(µim): (58)
Notice that the summation in (56) covers the entire
cone angle set (the field of view of all scattering
points).
However, in the presence of the rotation of the
Earth and for the same cone angle ci, different range
foldovers generate different Doppler frequencies ˜ !di,o,
˜ !di,1,:::, that are obtained as in (45)—(46), with co
replaced by ci in (43).
Define
˜ s2i = s(ci, ˜ !di,o), ˜ s2i+1 = s(ci, ˜ !di,1),
i =0,1,2,::: (59)
for two range foldovers, and (56) becomes
R =
No X
i=0
(˜ P 2i˜ s2i˜ sH
2i + ˜ P 2i+1˜ s2i+1˜ sH
2i+1)+¾2I: (60)
Using the linear dependency between Doppler and
cone angle in (57), the rank of R in (56) is given by
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Earth. A 32 sensor array with 16 pulses is used with ¯B =2 0
in (39).
(Brennan’s rule [13])
rB =m i n fMN,N +¯B(M ¡1),Nog (61)
provided the Brennan factor
¯B =
¯
d
=
2V pT r
d(¸=2)
=
2V pT r
do
(62)
is an integer. Here do represents the actual
interelement spacing of the array and ¯ is as given
in (19). Clearly, rB in (61) is much less than the total
number of scatters No. However no such relation exists
in (60) and hence, in general the clutter subspace has
full rank in the presence of the rotation of the Earth.
This allows the following eigen-decomposition for
equations R in (56)—(60)
R =
8
> > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > :
rB X
k=1
(¸k +¾2)ukuH
k +¾2
MN X
i=rB+1
uiuH
i ,
without rotation of Earth
MN X
k=1
(˜ ¸k +¾2)˜ uk˜ uH
k , with rotation of Earth
(63)
where ¸k, uk,a n d˜ ¸k, ˜ uk represent the clutter subspace
eigenvalues and eigenvectors without and with the
rotation of the Earth, respectively. Fig. 19 shows the
eigenvalue spread of the clutter covariance matrix R
with and without rotation of the Earth. For the SBR
parameters under discussion here, we get ¯B =1 9 :47.
For the purpose of illustration of the “brick wall
effect,” we have used ¯B = 20 in Fig. 19. Note that
in the absence of the rotation of the Earth (with
integer Brennan factor), the clutter subspace is of
smaller dimension compared with the whole space.
However, even with integer Brennan factor the clutter
subspace occupies the whole space in the presence of
the rotation of the Earth. Thus, irrespective of range
foldover effect, the clutter subspace rank is determined
by the presence or absence of the rotation of the
Earth.
In particular, when the rotation of the Earth
is absent from (56) and (63), the noise subspace
eigenvectors fuigMN
i=rB+1 are orthogonal to the clutter
scatter steering vector set fso,s1,s2,:::g in (56)—(57);
i.e.,
fso,s1,s2,:::,sNog?f urB+1,urB+2,:::,uMNg:
(64)
Using (63), the output SINR in (28) simplifies to
sHR¡1s =
8
> > > > > > > > <
> > > > > > > > :
rB X
k=1
juH
k sj2
¸k +¾2 +¾2
MN X
i=rB+1
juH
i sj2,
without rotation of Earth
MN X
k=1
j˜ uH
k sj2
˜ ¸k +¾2
, with rotation of Earth
:
(65)
This is plotted in Fig. 16 and Fig. 18, by fixing the
steering vector cone angle to that corresponding to
the desired location (c = co) and spanning over all
Doppler frequencies. As a result, in the absence of the
rotation of the Earth, so in (47) is the only steering
vector generated in this manner that corresponds
to the clutter scatter set in (64) and hence, from
(64)—(65) we get,
sH
o R¡1so =
rB X
k=1
juH
k soj2
¸k +¾2 · sHR¡1s: (66)
In (66), the inequality follows for all other steering
vector s 6 = so in (65) since they are not orthogonal to
the noise subspace eigenvectors, and thus, contribute
to the noise subspace terms as well. Therefore, in the
absence of the rotation of the Earth, a unique null
appears at !do as shown in Fig. 18(a).
A similar reasoning shows that in the presence of
the rotation of the Earth, for a fixed cone angle co in
s of (65), ˜ so and ˜ s1 in (48) are the only two steering
vectors generated that correspond to the clutter scatter
set in (59), which span the same subspace as that of
the clutter subspace eigenvector f˜ u1, ˜ u2,:::g. Hence, at
both ˜ !do and ˜ !d1, the output SINR tends to be lower
than at other Doppler frequencies as in (52), thus
generating a wider null as shown in Fig. 18(b). This
is especially true when array gain factors are included
in (60) as in (36). In this case, the clutter subspace
need not span the whole space even in the presence of
rotation of the Earth, and using a similar reasoning as
in (66), sharper nulls can be expected at both ˜ !do and
˜ !d1 thus, resulting in a wider clutter notch.
This is also clear from the structure of the clutter
covariance matrices in (56) and (60). In (56) without
the rotation of the Earth present, for every cone angle
there is a unique clutter Doppler frequency and the
adaptive processor R¡1s(c,!d) in (28) tries to cancel
it by generating a single null; whereas in (60) with
rotation of the Earth present, different range foldovers
generate different clutter Doppler frequencies for the
same cone angle and the adaptive processor there tries
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to cancel all of them by generating local nulls. This
results in a unique null versus multiple nulls and a
wider clutter notch when the rotation of the Earth is
present.
To evaluate the effective width of the clutter notch
generated due to the rotation of the Earth, consider
a point of interest at range R as in Fig. 1 and its
foldover points R1, R2,e t c .L e t˜ !do, ˜ !d1, ˜ !d2,e t c . ,
correspond to their Doppler frequencies as in (39).
Then, the Doppler spread is given by
¢! =m a x
i,k
fmod(˜ !di)¡mod(˜ !dk)g (67)
where mod(¢) is with respect to (¡1,1). To simplify
(67), note from Fig. 1 that
sinµEL =
Re
Rs
sin(R=Re) '
Re
Rs
R
Re
=
R
Rs
(68)
where the slant range Rs equals [1]
Rs =
q
R2
e +(Re +H)2 ¡2(Re +H)Recos(R=Re)
'
q
H2 +(1+H=Re)R2 (69)
or
sinµEL =
R
p
H2 +(1+H=Re)R2 (70)
which in the presence of the rotation of the Earth
gives the Doppler in (39) to be
˜ !d = ¯½c
Rcos(µAZ +Ác)
p
H2 +(1+H=Re)R2: (71)
At moderate distances, the kth range foldover occurs
at [1]
Rk = R +kcvT r=2 (72)
so that
˜ !dk = ¯½c
(R +kcvT r=2)cos(µAZk +Ác)
p
H2 +(1+H=Re)(R +kcvT r)2 (73)
where µAZk satisfies (43). In particular, when µAZ =
¼=2, we have µAZk = ¼=2s ot h a t
˜ !dk = ¯½c
(R +kcvT r=2)sinÁc p
H2 +(1+H=Re)(R +kcvT r)2: (74)
Equations (73) and (74) can be used in (67) to
determine the clutter notch width at a particular range
and azimuth angle.
The central problem in this context is to rectify
the situation in Fig. 15(d) so that it becomes closer to
the symmetric curves in (a), (b), and (c) of Fig. 15.
Having both range foldover and the rotation of
the Earth at the same time on clutter results in
unacceptable performance degradation as shown in
(d); whereas when either one is present separately, the
effect can easily be rectified.
IV. ORTHOGONAL PULSING SCHEME
In this paper, we propose to use waveform
diversity on the sequence of transmitted radar pulses
to realize the above goal by minimizing the effects
of range foldover returns. Recall that in ordinary
practice, a set of identical pulses are transmitted as
in Fig. 20(a). To suppress the returns due to range
foldover, for example, individual pulses f 1(t),f 2(t),:::,
as shown in Fig. 20(b) can be made orthogonal to
each other so that
Z T o
o
f i(t)f j(t)dt = ±i,j, i,j =1 ,2 ,:::,Na (75)
with T o representing the common pulse length and Na
corresponding to the maximum number of distinct
range foldovers present in the data. Here ±i,j is
the standard Kronecker delta product. Then, with
appropriate matched filtering as shown in Fig. 21,
the range ambiguous returns can be minimized
from the main return corresponding to the range
of interest. The decision instant T satisfies T ¸ T o
to maintain (75). In this case, performance will be
closer to that shown in Fig. 15(c). Note that for range
foldover elimination, waveform diversity needs to
be implemented only over Na pulses as shown in
Fig. 20(b). For an SBR located at a height of 506 km
and an operating PRF = 500 Hz, we get Na ¼ 7.
Fig. 22 shows the improvement in SINR obtained
by using eight rectangular orthogonal pulses as
shown in Fig. 20(b). Note that at range 1200 kms,
performance is restored since the eight waveforms are
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(a) Conventional MF. (b) Bank of MFs.
Fig. 22. SINR performance improvement with and without using
eight rectangular waveforms at range = 1200 km.
able to successfully eliminate the seven range foldover
ambiguities present.
Fig. 23 shows the SINR improvement using a
more practical set of waveforms–four up/down
chirp waveforms all with equal bandwidth and whose
instantaneous frequencies are as shown in Fig. 24.
Quadrature phase shifting of these waveforms will
generate an additional set of four waveforms, resulting
in a pool of eight waveforms. Note that these eight
waveforms are only approximately orthogonal. In this
case, although the performance has improved over
the conventional pulsing scheme considerably, the
remaining degradation compared to the ideal case can
be attributed to the approximate orthogonal nature
of these waveforms. A practical set of waveforms
that are “more closely orthogonal” should be able to
further improve the performance. It will be interesting
Fig. 25. MF output SINR with range foldover and rotation of Earth for two different pulsing schemes. (a) Conventional pulsing (same
as Fig. 15(d)). (b) Eight chirp waveforms that are approximately orthogonal.
Fig. 23. SINR performance improvement with and without
orthogonal pulsing using eight up/down chirp waveforms for
range = 1200 km.
Fig. 24. Up/down chirp waveforms in frequency domain.
to determine a set of waveforms with performance
that is uniformly close to the ideal case for all ranges
of interest (i.e., up to rmax = 2460 km for an SBR at a
height 506 km).
Fig. 25(b) shows the improvement in SINR as a
function of range and Doppler obtained by using these
chirp waveforms. For comparison purposes, Fig. 25(a)
shows the performance using conventional pulsing
when both range foldover and the rotation of the Earth
are present. Note that using waveform diversity at
transmit, the performance in Fig. 25(b) is restored to
that shown in Fig. 15(c), where only the rotation of
the Earth is present.
By defining minimum detectable velocity (MDV)
to be the target velocity for which the output SINR
is above the ¡5 dB threshold, MDV as a function of
range can be obtained. Fig. 26 shows the MDV as a
function of range for three cases: (a) without range
foldover and the rotation of the Earth (ideal case);
(b) orthogonal pulsing using eight chirp waveforms
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with range foldover and the rotation of the Earth
both present; (c) conventional pulsing with range
foldover and the rotation of the Earth. From Fig. 26,
when both range foldover and the rotation of the
Earth are absent, the MDV is between 10 m/s and
15 m/s and it is defined for all range values (see
Fig. 26(a)). However, when both range foldover and
the rotation of the Earth are present, with conventional
pulsing, MDV is only defined for about 80% of the
range values and it is between 15 m/s and 25 m/s
(see Fig. 26(c)). When orthogonal pulsing is used,
even with both range foldover and the rotation of the
Earth present, MDV is defined for all range values
and once again with most of the MDV values between
10 m/s and 20 m/s (see Fig. 26(b)). Thus, by using
orthogonal pulsing, the MDV for different ranges
can be restored close to the case where both range
foldover and the rotation of the Earth are absent,
indicating that waveform diversity on transmit can
achieve performance close to the ideal case.
In summary, using waveform diversity on transmit,
it is possible to eliminate the effect of range foldover
with performance results as shown in Fig. 25(b).
This situation, on the other hand, corresponds to that
in Fig. 15(c) where a known crab angle generates
the range dependency on the Doppler. As a result,
using an appropriate inverse compensation factor,
it is possible to correct this Doppler dependency
as shown in Fig. 27. The performance results in
Fig. 15(a) and Fig. 27 are approximately the same,
indicating that using waveform diversity on transmit,
it is possible to achieve performance close to the
ideal case even when both range foldover and the
rotation of the Earth are present. The results presented
here correspond to the situation where the ensemble
averaged clutter covariance matrix is given. The
corresponding results for the data case where the
covariance matrix is estimated from secondary data
need further investigation.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper contains detailed derivation for
modeling the rotation of the Earth on SBR Doppler.
Fig. 27. Normalized MF output SINR corresponding to
Fig. 25(b).
The overall effect of the rotation of the Earth on
Doppler can be modeled by two correction factors
in terms of a crab angle affecting the azimuth and a
crab magnitude affecting the Doppler magnitude of
the clutter patch. The rotation of the Earth together
with range foldover results in wider clutter notches
thus significantly degrading the clutter suppression
performance of STAP techniques. In the absence of
the rotation of the Earth, different range foldover
points that project the same cone angle contribute
to the same Doppler frequency resulting in a sharp
clutter null; however this is seen to be no longer
true when the rotation of the Earth is present. In that
case, these range foldover points contribute different
Doppler values, thus resulting in a wider clutter
notch. The width of the clutter notch and methods
to minimize these effects using transmit waveform
diversity are described here. Nearly orthogonal
transmit pulses can eliminate the range foldover effect
thus, minimizing the Doppler spread and clutter notch
width. As a result, target detection performance close
to the ideal case can be achieved using a careful
choice of STAP waveforms.
The data model presented here can be further
improved by accounting for spatial nonstationary
due to different type of terrains that are usually
present in any real scene. For example, the NASA
site http://Earthobservatory.nasa.gov/Newsroom/LCC/
gives color-code keys to the various land types (urban,
forest, lake, wetlands, etc.) and color coded maps
are readily available indicating the actual land type
almost anywhere. Using a radar reflectivity chart
(e.g. [14, Table 5.7]), it is possible to assign Weibull
type distributions to each terrain type and reform data
generation.
Additional fidelity can be included by considering
the effect of wind on terrains such as various types
of forests and lakes. Wind modulates the temporal
pulse returns and its well-studied correlation effects
and power spectra [15] can be used to generate the
corresponding temporal random variables affecting
the individual pulse returns. It will be useful to
incorporate such an extended model and study the
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APPENDIX A
Consider a spherical triangle ABC generated by the
intersection of three great circles on a unit sphere. Let
a, b, c represent the sides of the triangle and A, B, C
the respective angles opposite to these sides. Then the
law of sines states that [16]
sinA
sina
=
sinB
sinb
=
sinC
sinc
: (76)
In the spherical triangle ZBD in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, we
have
6 BZD = ¯2 ¡¯1 = A, 6 ZBC= ° = B, 6 ZDB= ¯ = C
(77)
and from there the corresponding opposite sides are
given by
a = ®, b =
¼
2
¡®2, c =
¼
2
¡®1: (78)
Substituting (77) and (78) into (76) we obtain
sin(¯2 ¡¯1)
sin®
=
sin°
cos®2
=
sin¯
cos®1
(79)
which gives sin¯cos®2 =s i n°cos®1, the desired
result.
APPENDIX B
Consider the identity
Q+ssH =( I+ssHQ¡1)Q (80)
so that its inverse is given by
(Q+ssH)¡1 = Q¡1(I+ssHQ¡1)¡1: (81)
In (81), let
(I+ssHQ¡1)¡1 = I¡A (82)
or
(I¡A)(I+ssHQ¡1)=I (83)
which gives
A+AssHQ¡1 = ssHQ¡1: (84)
Thus
As+AssHQ¡1s = ssHQ¡1s (85)
or
As(1+sHQ¡1s)=ssHQ¡1s (86)
and hence we obtain the identity
As =
ssHQ¡1
1+sHQ¡1s
s (87)
from which A =( ssHQ¡1)=(1+sHQ¡1s)i sc l e a r l ya
solution in (82). Substituting this value of A in (82)
we get the desired result
(Q+ssH)¡1 = Q¡1 ¡
Q¡1ssHQ¡1
1+sHQ¡1s
: (88)
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